[The antiproliferative activity of monoclonal anti-idiotypic antibodies imitating the biological effects of human alpha-interferons].
The experimental data from the study of antiproliferative activity (AP-activity) of monoclonal antiidiotypic antibody (mono-Ai-At) imitating biological effects of human alpha interferons (h-IF-alpha) are presented. The mono-Ai-At present in the ascitic and culture fluids (the culture fluid was obtained from cultivation of hybrid cells immobilized in alginate-gelatine gel) were shown to inhibit propagation of IF-sensitive continuous cells from normal and tumor tissues. The AP-activity of mono-Ai-At was found to be within the range of their antiviral activity. It is concluded that mono-Ai-At may be used as a new experimental model for investigation of h-IF-alpha biological effects.